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Annotation  

This article deals about the influences caused during the active operation process of the surge arrester against 

the pulse and surge currents. It also refers about a lightning, the characteristic of lightning and about the 

lightning (surge) currents caused its influence. One parts of the article is focused on a total elimination of surge 

current energy, and on an ineffective operation, which leads to partially or totally destruction of a protection 

element. There is a comparison with two basic types of surge arresters (spark gap and varistor based arresters), 

and theirs re-effectiveness on prescribed level.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The overvoltage caused by atmospheric discharge is the effect what unwanted occurring on the low – voltage 

distribution likewise very sensitive electronic devices. The main theme of this article is the elimination of effects 

of surge currents, protection against them, likewise the consequences of surge currents, of course, taking to the 

account the theoretical point of view. 

The biggest problem of the atmospheric overvoltage, or different kind of overvoltage, is its destruction influence 

on protected and also protective devices. Taking to the account this fact, it is highly necessary to consider the 

possibilities of overvoltage elimination, and also eliminate destruction influences. 

2 ATMOSPHERIC DISCHARGE (LEMP) 

Discharge of this kind last hundreds of microseconds and its value range oscillates from one to hundreds of kA. 

The character of this discharge is static, characterized by a sharp increase current 20 – 200 kA/μs, the same as a 

voltage level from ten to hundred kilovolts. The charge deceived by lightning into the ground reaches up to 

hundred As, peaks value of lightning current until 200 kA [1, 2]. 

3 OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION 

The connection of the entire system of the overvoltage protection is necessary to secure the best and 

comprehensive protection of health, or sensitive electronic devices. This system does not consist only of 

lightning conduction rod, but the principle of complete protection is based on a three-stage conception. Each 

stage is characteristic for a different type of basic element. Taking to the account the lightning (surge) currents, 

the class I is very interesting to solve the problem of elimination the influences. 

There are extended two basic types of the surge arresters presently: a spark gap type (open, encase, with or 

without quench system) and a varistor type. Each type has many advantages during the elimination process of 

the surge and the pulse currents. However the critical border values (hundreds of kA) shows theirs 

disadvantages. From this point of view, the technology absence causes damage or destruction of surge arrester, 

or its part. 

The destruction effect of surge current is very interesting for protection level I (≤4 kV). This type of surge 

arrester is primary based on spark gap system without quench system, but with high resistance against 

overvoltage from voltage distribution. At the present the spark gap systems are challenged by varistor based type 

of arresters. The most frequently effects of the lightning impact are fire blazes, short-circuits, what leads to 

damages of equipment or loosing lives. The best method how to defence against atmospheric discharge 

influences is the highest technical level of overvoltage protection solution – lightning conductor, 3 degree 

protection and correct coordination of surge arresters, and equipotential bonding bar.   
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The intention of overvoltage protection, as a part of solving the electromagnetic compatibility is to protect 

devices before the destruction and to assist in untroubled operation. To reach this target is possible only with the 

cascade protection because of extremely high values of current and voltage. One of the ways to apply 

coordination is lowering the protection level with correct function of auxiliary trigger circuit. 

3.1 Spark gap system of surge arrester for class I (Phoenix Contact FLT – CP - PLUS – 3C – 350) 

FLASHTRAB COMPACT PLUS is a compact and effective surge arrester class I. The advantage of FLT – CP – 

PLUS consists in the simple installation of the exchangeable blocks. This system allows the elimination of surge 

currents up to 200 kA. So it is very suitable tool for overvoltage protection in class I [3].  

Technical specification FLT – CP - PLUS – 3C – 350 [3]:  

Nominal voltage Un 240/415 V 

Highest continuous voltage Uc 350 V 

Follow current interrupt rating If 50 kA 

Normal discharge surge current (8/20) In 25 kA 

Lightning test current (10/350) Iimp 75 kA 

Protection level Up ‹1,5 kV 

Response time Ta ≤100 ns 

Short circuit resistance with max. backup fuse Ip 50 kA 

 

3.2 MOV based surge arrester for class I (Citel DUT 250VG – 300/TNS) 

Combined surge arresters of the series DUT 250VG-300 serve to protect the electric distribution against the 

influences of lightning (surge) currents and also against overvoltage in low-voltage distribution. The arrester is 

designed for the ability to handle surge currents up to 25 kA/phase (the wave of 10/350 µs). This type of arrester 

is uses the patented technology VG (high-powerful varistor connected to the series with encase gas filled the 

spark gap), what allows providing the protection against overvoltage with the zero value of follow current or the 

leakage current [4]. 

Fig.2 – Phoenix Contact FLT – 

CP - PLUS – 3C – 350 

Fig.3 – Phoenix Contact FLT – 

CP - PLUS – 3C – 350 

(schematic diagram) 

Fig.1 3 degree protection concept 
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 Technical specification DS 250 VG-300 (TNS) [4]:  

Nominal voltage Un 230/400 V 

Highest continuous voltage Uc 255 V 

Follow current interrupt rating If None 

Normal discharge surge current (8/20) In 120 kA 

Lightning test current (10/350) Iimp 100 kA 

Open circuit voltage Uoc 20 kV 

Protection level Up ‹1,5 kV 

Residual voltage Ures ‹0,8 kV 

Response time Ta ≤20 ns 

Short circuit resistance with max. backup fuse Ip 25 kA 

 

4 THE ELIMINATION OF SURGE AND PULSE CURRENT 

Two basic types of surge protective devices for protection level I with unique basic element was described in 

previous chapter. The results in active operation area were different for each. Between the threats for spark gap 

system belong follow current. For the varistor type it is thermal breakdown in high current areas (kA), what 

leads to ineffective protection and to damage and destruction of protected devices. 

Figures 6 – 8 show the results of active operation for both types of surge protective devices against surge 

currents. 

 

 

Fig.6 SPD Phoenix 

Contact. 1: 1kA/d, 2: 

200 V/d, 200 µs/d.
  

Fig.7 SPD Phoenix 

Contact. 1: 400 A/d, 

2: 200 V/d, 1 ms/d. 

 

 

 

The protection function of the SPD Phoenix Contact FLT CTRL PLUS appeals reliable against low and high 

currents (Fig. 6 and 7). The quench system of these SPDs limited high enough the follow current with creating 

the arc voltage of 500 – 600 V. The high resistance against recovery voltage after the zero value of follow 

current is the advantage of such system. One of the primary disadvantages is the blast of ionised gases (arcs) 

outside the SPD box (Fig.9) [5]. 

Fig.4 – CITEL DUT 250 VG-300 

/ TNS 

Fig.5 – CITEL DUT 250 VG-

300 / TNS (schematic diagram) 
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Fig.8 SPD Citel. 1: 10A/d, 2: 100V/d, 10μs/d. 

 

Fig.8 represents the active operations of varistor type SPD. The limiting voltage is determined especially from 

residual voltage for submitted surge current. These SPDs are still in “operation process” while the spark gap 

systems have to be “activated” by overvoltage [6]. The SPD is able to create residual voltage (450 V) on the 

varistor for high enough limiting effect of surge current. The overshoot on the end of active operation against 

overvoltage is caused by the elements of measurement circuit. 

5 THE DESTRUCTION EFFECTS OF SURGE CURRENTS 

What kind of commination threatens in case of damaged or affectless protection? For first type (spark gap 

system) it is, in the better case, only the blast of electric arc outside the arrester box (Fig.9) [5]. 

As we can see, in this case, the other protection elements based next to arrester are in danger. In worst cases can 

happen the destruction of quench system, eventually auxiliary trigger circuit. So, the protection level is getting 

low.  

In the case of construction solution with MOV could come along a bigger problem with the protection, when 

MOV is damaged. Consequently when the surge current shows up on varistor, just for a while, it can 

discriminate the electric specification and correct protective function – the degradation.  

The worst situation leads to the totally destruction. The thermal stress with a high temperature, what is the reason 

of many damages or destructions, is the biggest disadvantage of MOV surge arrester type (Fig. 10 – 11). The 

more of thermal stress with damaging is the worst for efficiency of protection level. 

 

 

Fig. 9 The blast of electric arc 

outside the arrester box (spark gap 

system) 
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Fig.10 The destruction effect of surge current (12,5 kA) on varistor for class I 

 

Fig.11 The electric breakdown of varistor for class II caused by pulse current 60 kA 

The figures 10 and 11 present the total destruction effect of metal oxide varistor used especially for protection 

class I and II. The geometry, size and the connection into blocks (class I) represent the differences of usage metal 

oxide varistors. The main purpose still remains the effect of the thermal breakdown, the degradation and the 

destruction showed on submitted figures. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The biggest problem of the protection against the overvoltage is the effect of surge and pulse currents. There are 

a several possibilities how to protect the sensitive electronic devices. The overvoltage protection and the 

protection against surge currents are not based only on one kind of surge protective device, but on complex 

system of protection. The purpose was to approximate the advantages and disadvantages of two basic 

construction elements of SPD for class I. It is hardly to say which one is better, complexly and suitable. Taking 

to the account the tendency of development and the requests to minimalize the side effects, the varistor based 

type is probably the right way for class I. 
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